
Board of Fine Arts
Mission -- We believe the arts are an avenue to the sacred -- that art challenges, comforts, and
inspires as it deepens our spiritual development, congregational connections, and commitment
to new and diverse voices.

Meeting Minutes
April 14th, 2021, 5:30 pm.  Meeting held via Zoom -- thank you Seth for acting as host!

Attendance

Yes No

X Cyn Bloom, Chair

X Lynnette Black

X Philip Brunelle, Staff Liaison

X Diane Hallberg

X Elizabeth Hannaher

X Eric Hugunin

X John Kulstad

X Brent Stahl

X Rachel Walker

X Jenny LeDoux

X Mark Larson

X Seth Patterson, clergy

Agenda and Minutes

Opening Reflection
● DeWayne led us in a meditation

Cyn -- Began by asking DeWayne what he would like the role of Fine Arts to be at Plymouth?
DeWayne started by acknowledging how refreshing the reality of our board even is.  He wants
art to open up imagination inside of our congregation, and to see beyond the limits that are often
imposed on us.

John -- Asked “What is to be the future of the  embroideries?”



DeWayne is certainly up to date. Dewayne started by acknowledging that he is up to date on
everything surrounding this topic, but he does not get involved in a battle that was fought before
he came, because he cannot know what the experience was like; but what he will say is that he
is a believer in the tension that comes with confronting the things that have the potential to
harm.  I don’t think you can get away from tha discussion. This thing hat we are doing, called
church, it is the eventuality and the natural outgrowth of the first churches -- we will always have
to confront memories laced with trauma.  DeWayne wants us to have the space to continue the
conversation. He said to “Be prepared to change your mind, and be prepared to stay in
community with one another.”

DeWayne -- Mentioned wanting us as a board to potentially use the gallery space for some sort
of indoor function or reception to connect and re-open the gallery, whenever that can be safely
done this late summer or fall

Seth -- Let us know that the Fine Arts Board has been asked to promote the several galleries
that have opened in the Southeast corner of Plymouth on behalf of the Fire Arts Center at
George Floyd Square.

There are two additional things we need to take on/have a discussion on next month --
1. We have been tasked with deciding how to store the 4 embroideries -- our current

storage is for 3, and there are times where we will need to store 4.  We have a
temporary space in the main offices, but a more permanent home is being looked at.  A
possible solution could be to reach out to the personal who build the cabinet in Gud Hall
to have it expanded for a fourth embroidery.

2. We will not have an embroidery on the wall this Fall, and we will most likely be fully
open, so we need to figure out as a board what to do with that space to welcome people
back that fits the return and the moment.

a. An idea that has already been put out there includes some amount of live media
(photographs of people) with a wall of faces.  In the middle is a square with
nothing in it yet, but projected on it is a moving and continually changing
slideshow. The outside is static and tactile, and the inside is living and moving.

b. Philip added that Tom Anderson wrote to us this morning and said some form of
celebratory art would be incredible.

c.
Cyn -- Reminded us all that the annual report is due in early May.
She sent out an assignment for each of us -- she wants us each to write a paragraph talking
about how Covid-19 has affected the Fine Arts Board and art from each of our personal
perspectives.  May 1st deadline.

Mark — volunteered to do the May meditation.

Jenny LeDoux, Recorder



Next Meeting
The next meeting is scheduled for May 12th at 5:30 via Zoom.


